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Ship’s Log TampaBayShipModelSociety
President & Treasurer Steve Sobieralski
2906 Bay Villa Ave. Tampa, FL 33611
Secty/Newsletter Editor Irwin Schuster
8503 Portage Ave. Tampa, FL 33647-1707
813 866-1442 irwin.schuster@verizon.net
Webmaster Phillip Schuster. Contact Sec/Ed
Meetings
are held at 7:00 p.m. on the fourth Tuesday
of each month except December (none).
Location
is the lower level of Trinity Lutheran Church,
411-5th St. N., St. Petersburg. From I-275,
Exit at I-375 East to second exit (4th Ave. N.).
Proceed to traffic light at 5th St. N., turning
left. Church is on right. Parking is to the left
of the church.
Objectives
This Society is an organization of model
builders, historians and artists who encourage the construction of nautical models, creation of marine art, and research in maritime
history, at every level of expertise, through
the exchange of ideas and presentations.
Membership
There is no charge to attend meetings, and
all interested parties are invited. Annual
dues are $12. payable in January.
Presentations
Members and guests are encouraged to
bring in projects current and past, plans,
modeling problems or maritime-related
items of interest for discussion, or inclusion
in the Ship’s Log.

Next Meeting
Tuesday, Jan. 22, 7:00 p.m.

Tim Roberts, past skipper, sat in for
Steve who was off to southern seas, being
retired and all.
Mixed old and new business: Elections are pretty much a forgone conclusion, so were not held, in the absence of
Skipper Sobieralski. Technically, they are
scheduled for the January meeting.
Sec/Ed’s model of Plant’s SS Mascotte was to be, now is, installed in the
Belleview Inn, the retained and restored
principal entrance building of the now demolished 1897 Belleview Biltmore Belleair
Hotel. Official opening was December 5th,
and cold.
A 2019 “Combined Clubs” scale
ship conference is being discussed. One
Saturday, early April, Gulf Coast clubs or all
Florida, static and HISTORIC RC is the current state. Those who attended the Venice
(Saturday) event a couple years back,
reported enjoying it and are disposed to
doing it again. Wheels are in motion.
The issue of the damaged model of
an Island Motor Sailer owned by SPYC
goes unresolved. Proposals were submitted but with no response since 30 Oct.
Heller Kits (unstarted) Available:
• HMS Victory 1/100 Plastic #80897
• Amerigo Vespucci 1/150 Plastic #80807
The person would like them to go to an
appreciative home. If at all interested,
please contact me, your Sec/Ed and I will
connect you.

TampaBayShipModelSociety.org

Submitted by The Jich Estano of Fffreeezing MA.

Meeting of Nov. 27, 2018

“The passenger steamer SS Warrimoo was quietly knifing its way through the waters of the
mid-Pacific on its way from Vancouver to Australia. The navigator had just finished working out
a star fix and brought the master, Captain John Phillips, the result. The Warrimoo’s position was
latitude 0 degrees x 31 minutes north and longitude 179 degrees x 30 minutes west.
The date was 30 December 1899. Know what this means? First Mate Payton broke in, we’re
only a few miles from the intersection of the Equator and the International Date Line.
Captain Phillips was prankish enough to take full advantage of the opportunity for achieving the navigational freak of a lifetime. He called his navigators to the bridge to check and
double check the ships position. He changed course slightly so as to bear directly on his mark.
Then he adjusted the engine speed. The calm weather and clear night worked in his favor.
At midnight the Warrimoo lay on the Equator at exactly the point where it crossed the International Date Line!
The aft was in December 31, 1899 while the bow was in January, 1900. Two different days,
two different months, two different years, two different seasons and two different centuries.”
“Unproven” but hey, that goes for all the best sea stories”

DUES ARE DUE! DO IT! Please remit $12 in cash or check.
If you pay by check, please make payee Steve Sobieralski, Teasurer, TBSMS. Prompt payment is a big help, fellows.
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Show & Tell
George G. Fehér on “Trial Two”
Painting the submarine HMS
Trafalgar: “Last month’s issue of the
Log ended with me having to strip and
repaint H.M.S. Trafalgar since a seam
showed up and I was not satisfied with
the “black” that I used.
The second round of painting
started with making paint swatches using Tamiya NATO Black, Tamiya
German Gray and Model Masters
Black-Gray (RAL 7021) (Image 849).
After much agonizing over Three
Shades of Black (LOL), I finally settled
on the German Gray, the lightest of
the blacks. This would allow me to
add weathering streaks down the side
of the hull using Grumbacher pastel
pigment applied with a sponge brush
(Image 849). I wanted to break up the
monotony of an all-flat-black hull.
Internet photos showed a large
variation in weathered hulls. Once
the base color was airbrushed, I
masked the topsides non-skid area
and painted it with Vallejo Tire Black
(Image 404). In the next step I applied
the few necessary decals, followed by
several light passes of Testors Dullcote
Lacquer. The Dullcote sealed the
decals to the hull, and blended the
weathering to the base coat. The final
result is subtle shades of black, with a
hint of weathering (Image 329).
Next steps will be to add the water,
and the appurtenances coming out of
the sail, the periscope, radar, snorkel
and other sensing arrays.”
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Howard Howe on U.S. Constellation
Model Boat Presentation: “Several Months ago, Tim Roberts talked
about his adventures of visiting the U.S.
Constellation when it was in dry dock
and climbing the rigging. It brought
back memories of our boat deliveries.
10 years ago one of our boat customers
and his wife had cruised their 39’ Back
Cove powerboat, “Lady Libby” from Sanibel to Baltimore during the summer.
They had ask if we would drive their
new Mercedes SUV up for their return
and, for us to deliver their boat back to
Florida. Of course we would get paid, so
after much thought we agreed.
Several months before, one of our
other boat customers had given me a
model of the U.S. Constellation that he
had started building, but decided it was
too complicated and he ask me about
taking it and finishing it. He wanted to
get a different model, so I agreed.
After successfully driving to Baltimore, we toured the U.S. Constellation
and Lightship Chesapeake. Then in the
Souvenir Shop I saw a completed model of the ship and took a photo. Hum...
Eight days later and after many fullscale boat adventures, we successfully
returned “Lady Libby” to the Florida
West Coast. I showed the pictures of the
model boat to my customer/friend who
had given me his model and he was
amazed that I completed it in several
months. I had to fess up that it was not
his model. So here I am 10 years later
and I still need to get started.
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Ed Brut: “I present to you the Soviet
nuclear missile boat Red October” as
stated by Sean Connery in the movie
“The Hunt for Red October”.
The 1/350th scale Russian Typhoon class submarine kit by DML
was one of their first ship models
many years ago. I waited almost two
months to get it after its release was
announced. To simulated ballistic
missile launch, a missile, included in
the kit, was suspended with an acrylic
rod. I simulated water bubbles with
artist acrylic gel around it. I wanted
to present the submarine launching
its payload, from the depths of the
ocean. A reproduction of the Soviet
navy’s hat badge, as seen on Sean’s
bear skin cap in the movie, adorns
the base as does a pair of label plates
with the ships specifications, one in
English and one in Russian.
The slide show presented was of
my ride on board the Higgins PT-305
“USS Sudden Jerk”. In association with
The National WWII Museum located
in New Orleans, Louisiana, the fully
restored world war two veteran is
available for a ride of a lifetime on
Lake Pontchartrain.
The sound of three V-12 Packard
marine engines that power this 40
ton boat will never be forgotten.
The PT boat took all of ten years
to restore had served in the Mediterranean, off the Italian and French
coasts, with three Axis kills to her
credit. She is docked within sight of
her birthplace, the Higgins Industries
City Park plant New Orleans. Visit web
site www.https//pt305.org for more
history.”
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Guy Hancock on Virginia of 1819:
“The Virginia is nearly finished, just a
few more rigging lines to add. I had to
modify the gaff yards twice to fit the
sails, and the jib has too much roach
on the luff so it does not look quite
right. I decided to use some line I had
on hand rather than spend about $20
getting another spool of the green,
which came with the kit. I do not
imagine there were any real green
lines, so mixing another color in at
this point seemed OK.
I scanned the flag, which came in
the kit, as it was about as big as the
topsail, reduced it to half size and
printed it on plain paper. I soaked it
in Elmer’s glue and shaped it to drape
like there was no wind. I added
brailing lines to the topsail (there
were none in the directions) because
that sail was left on the spars. I found
some pictures of schooners docked
with their topsails brailed up. I questioned whether the jib would have
been set flying, but could not find
any information. A source from 1850
described how the sail was lashed to
thimbles, which rode on the forestay.
To remove the sail the forestay had to
be taken off the bowsprit.
[Artisania Latina #22135, 1/41 Virginia (American Schooner)]
1/41! Seeing this, your Editor feels a
bit better about his own choice of
scales.”

As Tim Roberts is pictured above, but has
not honored ye crewe with a description
of his librarial donations to attendees and
library, Sec/Ed will show here, a couple
items he DID NOT offer!
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I, Irwin Schuster on half-model of Annie’s
Little Bird: To rehash, Little Bird is an open
version of Sam Rabl’s Titmouse design. Annie
believes it may be the last existing Titmouse.
Popular in its day, but 80 or so years is old for
a small wooden boat. My hull is cherry, deck
crown is basswood covered with muslin, below
waterline poplar. The CB, rudder and trunk are
cherry veneer and floorboards are basswood.
The whole is mounted on GatorFoam®, a
hard, fiber-faced open-cell material, light and
rigid. The sails are printed along with Annie’s
countenance and that photo laminated to the
GatorFoam. Pennant material is aluminum can.
The case is constructed such that the top and
top mitered frame come away together, so glass
can be slid in from the top.
Because I could not readily get a white decal
for the name on the transom, I scanned a scrap
of cherry and added the “logo” in the computer.
When printed out, I had only to cut the perimeter not the “bowls”... technical name for openings in characters such as “o.” The printed wood
grain filled them in.
I plan to add brass sail track and slides, and
jib “hanks” (had to search that one). See Guy/
Virginia on his jib attachments. There may be
some nomenclature in play here. Or not. Near
permanent jib attachment might be acceptable
on a ship, but not on a daysailer.
SS Mascotte to Belleview Inn: https://www.
tampabay.com/business/once-destined-for-thewrecking-ball-the-bellview-biltmore-is-rebornas-an-elegant-boutique-hotel-20181205/
An outdoor opening ceremony in chill and
blustery, but otherwise bright weather marked
the restoration of the historic structure. SS
Mascotte is now displayed in the Plant Reading
Room with a great many artifacts of the era,
dating back to 1897.
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Brad Murray on Rainbow Fleet Whirligig:
“The rainbow whirly-gig began as an itch that
needed scratching. No kit, no plans. A copy
of a post card, some off cuts and a discarded
bicycle hub from a dumpster and some odds
and ends from under the bench. Progress has
been scattershot as the non-plan evolves but
the satisfaction is like scratching any itch...Ahh.
I was going to make the three spokes from
some aluminum flat stock but after chewing
some stock and a bit up I decided to try wood
next. The lighthouse was going to be wood
until I realized inverting a vinyl cup gave the
approximate taper I was looking for while
making me feel more clever than I actually
am. The joys of retirement scratch building...
priceless.
And a Dugout: Upon graduation my wife
joined the Peace Corps. She was sent to Western Samoa where she taught children to speak
English. Since then she has had an affinity for
anything or anyone Polynesian, which is how
a model of a Hawaiian outrigger
canoe (circa 1969) came into my
life. I assume the kit had been developed for tourists. It is complete
with koa wood parts and tapa
cloth for the sail. Looking at how
rudimentary the kit is, is a reminder
of how simple, out of necessity, the
real boats were. The culture had
no metallurgy or textiles, yet the
earliest European contacts noted
the swiftness and close-windedness of the various craft they
encountered. Having long favored
modern multi-hulls I am looking
forward to acquainting myself
with their antecedents. Having my
wife encouraging me to work on a
Above image by Gardiner is the scene it is Brad’s goal to evoke.
model will take some getting used
to.
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Phil Stager gave us a brief history of K.G.S.
KOMET: “Kaiserliches Government Schiff Komet
was built for the governor of German New
Guinea to use as an inspection ship for Germany’s recently acquired Pacific colonies (German
Samoa, Marshall Islands, Caroline Islands, and
Marianas).
Komet was built in 1911 in Bremerhaven,
and was home-ported in Rabaul, German New
Guinea. Her career was uneventful until WW1
when she was captured along with her crew of
5 Germans and 52 natives, by HMAS Nusa an
armed yacht, which had been captured earlier
from the Germans. Komet was sent to Sydney for
refitting and commissioning as HMAS Una (one
of a kind). After WWI she served several owners
until finally being broken up in 1955.
A large scale RC adaptable kit was produced
by Dean’s Marine and is available on the secondary market. My interest in the ship was prompted by a piece of mail canceled on board Komet
for use in a philatelic exhibit.”
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Chuck LaFave describes his 1:90 cross
section: “The name is of the vessel is Nuestra Senora De La Santisima Trinidad. OcCre
says, “The Santísima Trinidad was built in
Havana and launched on 2nd March 1769.
It was the biggest warship of the 18th century, with 130 guns. After taking part in the
naval campaigns of the late 18th and early
19th century, it last saw active service at
the battle of Trafalgar, under the ensign of
rear admiral Cisneros, where it was dismasted by the English fleet.
Santisima was ordered in 3-12-1768 and
delivered in Havana, Cuba 3-3-1769. She
was captured at Trafalgar 10-21-180, the
next day. 201 ft. long, 53 ft. wide, Draught
26.3 ft. (Built with 120 guns, armament
eventually reached 144, most of any ship
of her time. Santísima Trinidad remains
famous as the only four-decker ship of the
line ever built; although the British designed one, Duke of Kent, they never built
her.)
The kit was a half hull section by OcCre.
The directions for the hull were very good.
The mast and rigging took extra time
because there was only one picture with no
written directions. I did have fun with the
ratlines, watching a video online on how
to make them. Each ratline is hand-tied,
then fixed with a drop of dilute white glue.
I would buy another kit from this manufacturer.”
Nature Coast site says the materials are
Beechwood and African Mahogany. Fittings include wooden grating, blocks and
deadeyes, carved wooden barrels, brass
eyebolts, belaying pins, nails and chain,
metal hoops, cleats and gun-ports... even
get scale ballast! Fourteen brass cannon on
burnished metal carriages replicate original
armament.
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Roger Griffith on Friendship Sloop:
“The model is a Muscongus Bay Lobster Smack.
This was the commercial version of the Friendship Sloop as defined by the live well at the fore
end of the cockpit. Friendship, Maine is located
on Muscongus Bay hence the name. The design
evolved in mid 1800’s and stayed in use under
around 1920’s when most were converted to
petrol engines. After that they became popular
as pleasure sailors due to their robust design and
good sailing qualities. The story goes that at the
end of the season the lobsterman would sell the
boat and gain enough money to last the winter. He
would build another over the long winter and drag
it out on the ice where come spring thaw - instant
launch. The smacks were mostly cutter rigged and
it is a sail that they would lay a hull nicely with the
jib backed, while traps were tended.
The model is a modified Laughing Whale kit
that is no longer in production. Included in the
kit was some very nice linen cloth for sails. I tossed
the blocks, cleats and lines which were replace
with excellent products from Syren Ship Models;
their blocks are fantastic. Kit plans are very good.
Laser cut Mast hoops were obtained from Bluejacket.
Sails were made by first soaking in tea to get a
mellow used look. I wadded up the cloth in the tea
to give an uneven look as a working sail would. After drying it was a wrinkled mess so I coated both
sides with dilute white glue (three coats). After drying used a warm iron to eliminate wrinkles. Then
drew on sails with 1/4 inch extra for the leach, luff
and foot reinforcement. Next this reinforcement
was folded over a straight edge then ironed flat. A
boltrope was inserted into the overlap and then
the overlap as secured with fabric cement. Other
reinforcements were added at the clews and
heads.
Paint was airbrushed, using Vallejo Aged White.
Hatch covers and companionway doors are cherry.”

“My CV: I’ve been building models for 60 years
but have gotten serious about it since I retired
ten years ago. Previously I was a Naval Officer
for 22 years, a ferryboat captain, charter boat
captain and consultant for Booz Allen Hamilton. I now live in Sanford in a historic home,
which we are restoring to original condition. “
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Byron Rosenbaum’s CT waterside home:
Byron has gone through all of the usual
stages of project definition, scale, materials
choices, limits, presentation, etc. and finally
produced this model of a house he designed,
built and lived in when his family was younger. It is 1/8” = 1’. It has a boat, so qualifies as a
nautical diorama!
“In building a small model that has
whole walls of windows making a model
with many small pieces is difficult... that is
until I figured out a method of making the
task easier. I am now using clear thick acrylic as exterior walls attached to the floor and
ceiling planes. Then adding the posts, mullions, sills and headers glued to the plastic.
This makes assembling all those tiny pieces
easier. A high gloss coat of black paint on
the inside surface looks like reflections on
glass .
Miniature details are often achieved
with materials different than the real detail
construction. Making models is a very
special task to adapt doable materials to
simulate the real appearances.
If anyone else has this same situation,
(on a structure or a boat ), I share this
workable, practical method of simulating
glass walls.
I went to a retail yard that sold gravel and
got a bag full then used a screen to get smaller material. I used the clear fast glue squirted
after the stones were arranged in place. I used
the very fine stuff to fill the spaces between
the bigger stones then squirted on some
glue. I’m using Gorilla Super Glue. I sprinkled
a fine gravel on the surface parallel to the
sea wall before I used the high gloss varnish
water finish.”
Byron shortened the dock for practical
reasons.

& MORE
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Far left is the result of
Sec/Ed realizing that
a brass tack can be
easily made from wire
because only the head
is visible, finally.
Symmetrical,
asymmetrical....
who cares?

WHACK!

Pliers
or Vise

Diagramatic
Elements not to scale

Model Maker’s
Paint Shaker
Illustrated from a web video

Immediate left is a
re-illustrated concept
for a model paint shaker. A life hack, I think,
in the new web jargon.
You might want to try
this outside, first.

SIB humor from Scott David, or, David Scott.
Not really positive on this.

Dennis Dori has
launched a new venture:
Charter the Caribbean
(317) 745-1990
www.
charterthecaribbean.com

Fabulous Annie contributed this one.
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